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Maria Theisen presented her current FWF funded project, which investigates illuminated
manuscripts held by the Austrian National Library. The project focuses on manuscripts of
Eastern European provenance dating from about 1400 to 1500 in order to subject them (in
most cases for the first time) to art historical analysis. Information concerning book
illumination given by the up to now published catalogues of the National Library generally
remained only very general (like e.g. "coloured initials") and does not provide any
information about style, artist or iconography [slide 2]. It should also be borne in mind that
the medium "book" was a very mobile one and consequently was not necessarily illuminated
in the same place where it was written. The investigation of book illumination can thus
provide us with further knowledge about the fate of a book and, herewith, of its owners.
This becomes especially clear in the Eastern Central European region with regard to the
Hussite Revolution (1419–c 1436), in the course of which fleeing Catholics have brought
numerous books from the Bohemian and Moravian lands into Austrian monasteries. (After
the abolition of the monasteries by Emperor Joseph II in the eighties of the eighteenth
century, their manuscripts finally were incorporated into the Viennese Court Library, the
later Austrian National Library.) The manuscripts brought from Bohemia and Moravia either
already contained book decoration or were decorated in Austria later on – either by
Bohemian and Moravian “refugees” or by, resp. together with Austrian illuminators.
The lecture also gave insight into the daily work on such a project – beginning with the
search in the depots of the National Library, the digitization of the manuscripts and their
description according to the form which was especially developed for this catalogue series
by the Viennese art historian Otto Pächt [slides 3–6]. Including codicology and information
on provenance, the catalogue entries contain extensive art historian analysis. Since most of
the illuminators of this period did not sign their works, i.e. remained anonymous, the art
historians have to work by means of comparison of style, in the course of which scholars also
study manuscripts held by other libraries.
Additionally, a short introduction on technique and workshop practice of medieval book‐
painters was given: talking about the preparation of parchment and paper, layout of text and
image, the preliminary drawings (using hand‐drawn sample books and copper engravings)
[slide 7], the transfer of patterns and figures by means of stencil technique, the preparation
of the painting ground with chalk base, the gilding, the making of egg‐tempera colours with
mineral and organic pigments, and the application of colours in several layers [ slide 8]. The
topic was presented by referring to a few examples from the material chosen for the
catalogue. In the second half of the 15th century, the illuminations reflected a confessionally
split society: old iconographies were reinterpreted, new iconographic themes were
introduced. The large chorus books of the Catholic and Utraquist communities were
particularly rich in this period, when the book printing was already invented, therefore the
copies in Vienna, though preserved in the collection of music and not in the manuscripts
collection of the National Library, were also included in the catalogue of illuminated
manuscripts [slides 9, 10]. The lecture last not least finished with examples from the library
of the Hungarian king Matthias Corvinus, who is known for his rich humanist book collection
and faible for Italian Renaissance artists [slide 11].
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